## FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions
(Returns results from both Faculty & Staff and Student FAQ pages)

- Is there a more in-depth demonstration of the Student Center I can view?
- Are there tasks and activities that students still have to complete in their Classic MaineStreet Student Center?
- What are the frequent advisor functions that will remain in Classic MaineStreet?
- How do I log in to the Student Center as a staff Member?
- The left hand navigation is missing. How do I get it back?
- How can I view which classes are being offered?
- What is the planner and what can it do for students?
- Can an advisor or staff member update a student's planner in the Student Center?
- Does the information in the Student Center reflect real-time MaineStreet data, or is there a delay?
- Can I enroll or drop a student in a course using the Student Center?
- Can I add courses to a student's Shopping Cart/Wish List?
- Can I approve a Shopping Cart/Wish List in the Student Center?
- Is "Shopping Cart" the same as the "Wish List" in the Classic Student Center?
- What is the best internet browser to use to access the Student Center?
- I am working with a student who is interested in taking a course at another UMS institution. How do we search for courses at those institutions?
- How is the student's default campus determined when they initially enter the Student Center?

---

Resources for Students are available here

**Need Technical Support?**